BRAVE Women Gatherings:
Info and Ideas
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Step 1: Choose a format —2 friends for a causal coffee chat, 200+ people for a programmed
evening (see suggestions below) or anything in between. This could be for women only; men
and women; moms, mentors, aunties and girls; dads and daughters…whatever works for
you.
Step 2: Set a date and place.
Step 3: Send out invitations to the BRAVE* women you would like to celebrate.
Step 4: Gather together. Have fun and some good conversations!
Step 5: Take and post some pictures (with the permission of your guests) using
#bravewomen.ca
*BRAVE Women are:
Brave – stepping outside their comfort zone in compassionate ways
Resilient – overcoming challenges
Acting to make the world a better place in small and big ways
Using their Voice to speak up for things that matter or stand beside others doing the
same
Expanding their perspective and influence

Optional Activities for Adults
• Guest Speaker, Interview or Panel Discussion
• Watch the 2 minute 30 second Brave Women clip (vimeo.com/258929054)
• Honoring Circle: Go around the circle sharing why you invited each woman and
what you admire about their BRAVE.
• Sharing Circle: Go around the circle having each women share about how she had
to “Find Her Brave” to live the life she does.
• Walk the Women’s Pathway (see BraveWomen.ca) or stats on page 21 and 32
• Local Service Project to benefit women or girls. The Empathy Map on page 81 may
be helpful here.
• Movie Night: showcasing full movies or clips with strong female leads - be sure to
preview before showing. Discuss stats on page 147 about women and girls in movies.
• Book Club: kick off a winter book club with readings from the introduction,
discussion of how the club will work, and handing out books to members.
• BRAVE Way Experience: Go rock climbing, hiking, to a drum circle, to a
blacksmithing class or any other experience that will build your BRAVE and provide
a platform to discuss what holds us back from being fully ourselves.
• BRAVE Way Coaching Activity (see BraveWomen.ca) Download and print the
BRAVE Way models. Working in small groups encourage participants to ask great
questions to help each person process which ones most apply to them and what they
would like to do about it.
• Storytelling Experience: Read and discuss one or more of the following stories:
o Pauline the Poet P. 10-11.
o Kofi Annan story p. 28.
o Melba the Culture Shaper P. 41.
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o Alice the Lioness P. 178.
o Anna the Budding Leader P. 187-188.
o Or another of your choice from your own sources
Discuss: “Nigerian storyteller Ben Okri writes, “One way or another we are living stories
planted in us early or along the way, or we are living the stories we planted—knowingly
or unknowingly—in ourselves. We live stories that either give our lives meaning, or
negate it with meaninglessness. If we change the stories we live by, quite possibly we
change our lives.” P. 64.
• Discuss a quote: Some suggestions include,
o “We live in an era where many women feel the need to be ….” P. 23
o “A global study commissioned by Dove revealed that 6 out of 10 girls opt out
of important activities because they…” P. 29
o “Social psychologist Brenda Major … found that… women routinely…” P.
38.
o “The good news is that confidence can be built up again. … Yet, even here
we must proceed with caution. To suggest that we must work to become
more confident puts the onus back on us, creating one more thing we have to
excel at, when in reality it is the culture of families, schools, workplaces and
the public forum that must ultimately change.” P. 41.
o “Our boldness is found in the alchemy of challenges overcome and lessons
learned, external affirmation and internal healthy pride, and, critically, in a
belief that our life has meaning and that we can make a positive difference in
our world.” P. 42
o Or another of your choice from another source.
• Poetry reading: Do the exercise on page 66-68 and give time for women to read
their pieces aloud – helping them to self-reflect, self-express and overcome many
people’s number 1 fear – public speaking.
Optional activities for girls
• High Tea, Paintball, Rock climbing. Archery or other Brave Building Experience
• Movie Night and discuss stats on page 147 about women and girls in movies. Prewatch movies to make sure they communicate what you hope for.
• Footware Fun – purchase yellow flip flops or shoelaces and let girls decorate them.
Discuss the choices we have of where our feet take us.
• Story telling: Read and discuss Anna the Budding Leader p. 187-188
• Coloring pages for young girls (see BraveWomen.ca)
• BRAVE Way Experience: Go rock climbing, hiking, to a drum circle, to a
blacksmithing class or any other experience that will build your BRAVE and provide
a platform to discuss what holds us back from being fully ourselves.
• Megaphone: Ask girls what they would like to use their voice to speak up about. For
example, “Bullying, gossip, poverty, and/or the environment.” Write these on yellow
Bristol board sheets to each girl, decorate and staple or tape in the shape of
megaphones. Take a picture of all the girls using their megaphones to shout out the
messages that matter to them and will make the world a better place.
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Discussion: Ask girls what they are good at and what makes them feel strong and
brave.
Mirror, Mirror: Set up a big mirror or picture of a mirror. Give the girls small pieces
of paper on which to write everything they think makes a woman beautiful (give
examples to help them start like: strength, confidence, sassy-ness, compassion,
kindness, honesty etc.) See p. 35.
Mean, Nice or BRAVE: Print off the Mean, Nice or Brave Model (see:
BraveWomen.ca or page 56) Discuss the behaviours of each approach. Ask why the
girls think others are sometimes mean? Why being nice isn’t always the best option
and why being true to our values and respected by others for that is a better way to
think about which path we should take.
Scavenger Hunt: Hide words that describe what BRAVE Girls are like in places that
are challenging but not impossible for the girls to find. As each piece is found have
the girls add it to a massive mosaic-like word cloud on the wall or floor. Once
completed have the girls stand around the art installation and ask what words they
like, what other words they would like to add and which word they want to take
home with them to work on (have numerous copies of each word available for this).
Quote Discussion: “I don’t want to let fear control my life.”- Eva (age 12);
“Don’t be the girl whose confidence peaks at age 9.”- Crystal (age 13); “Step outside
your comfort zone.”- Hannah (age 14); “Risk-taking builds courage.”- Kate (age 11);
“We all struggle. You are not alone.”- Kaitlin (age 13); “Dr. Brené Brown asked
grade eight students the difference between belonging and fitting in. ‘Belonging is
being somewhere where you want to be and they want you. Fitting in is being
somewhere where you want to be, but they don’t care one way or the other.
Belonging is being accepted for you. Fitting in is being accepted for being like
everyone else. If I get to be me, I belong. If I have to be like you, I fit in.’” P. 98.
Friendship Bracelets: discuss what friendship means and why it is important. See
definition of friendship” “A friend is someone who loves you enough to walk beside
you and tell you the kind of truth that sets you free.” p. 59.
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